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All You Need to Know About 2Q17 Investor Conference Calls
Domestic Performance Organized for Easy Reference
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Bloomin’ Brands (Outback)
Qtr. ended:
6/25/17
•

•

Food costs: flat to -1%

Labor costs: +4% to +4.5%

Sales
2Q17 comps increased +0.3% (-0.8% traffic/+1.1% check). Initiatives focused on steak
preparation, portion sizing, reduced complexity, service upgrades & improved ambiance are
gaining traction and showing-up in improved brand health measures and traffic quality as
evidenced by its social media score for intent to return with 2Q gains across all 4 key measures in
food, service, price value and portions. 2Q17 traffic was the highest since 2Q15.
Corporate noted some strengthening of casual dining sales trends over the past 2 quarters, since
the significant pullback of the industry during 4Q16, to go with improvements in employment,
confidence and wage growth. However, excess industry capacity pressures traffic at existing
restaurants and industry sales are also pressured by the growing prevalence of dining at home
(including takeout/delivery) which is at levels not observed since 1992.
Frequency for the category runs 2-3x/year.
Reduced reliance on straight discounting and building incremental sales layers help fund the
remodel program, the Dine Rewards Loyalty Program and the off-premise business.
Menu & Marketing
Aussie 4-Course Meal for $14.99 ran from May through 1st half of June.
Dine Rewards Program is up to 3.9MM members.
Costs
Commodity inflation is expected to be flat to down -1% (probably closer to the lower-end of the
range).
Labor rate inflation is running +4% to +4.5%.
Operations & Tech
Delivery is 80% to 85% incremental and total off-premise sales could represent a new 25% to 30%
incremental opportunity.
Facilities
150 exterior remodels planned for 2017, generating a +400 to +500 bps sales lift. 16 relocations
are also planned for the year with at least 100 relocation candidates in the pipeline.
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2Q17 Concept Updates
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US Comps: +0.3%

www.ChainRestaurantData.com
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Visit www.chainrestaurantdata.com or contact us at
(860) 352-2198 or info@ChainRestaurantData.com
• Ask us about custom research projects
• Ask to be added to complimentary RR Thermometer email distribution list
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